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Abstract
Globally, two billion people and more than half of the poorest adults do not use formal financial
services. Consequently, there is increased emphasis on developing financial technology that can facil-
itate access to financial products for the unbanked. In this regard, smartphone-based microlending
has emerged as a potential solution to enhance financial inclusion. We propose a methodology to im-
prove the predictive performance of credit scoring models used by these applications. Our approach
is composed of several steps, where we mostly focus on engineering appropriate features from the user
data. Thereby, we construct pseudo-social networks to identify similar people and combine complex
network analysis with representation learning. Subsequently we build credit scoring models using
advanced machine learning techniques with the goal of obtaining the most accurate credit scores,
while also taking into consideration ethical and privacy regulations to avoid unfair discrimination. A
successful deployment of our proposed methodology could improve the performance of microlending
smartphone applications and help enhance financial wellbeing worldwide.
1 Introduction
Worldwide, large parts of the population do not have access to useful and affordable financial products
and services, such as transactions, savings, credits and insurance. The World Bank reports, that around
two billion people do not have a basic bank account, and is currently on a mission to enhance financial
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1 Introduction 2
inclusion and thus reduce poverty and boost prosperity (World Bank, 2017). This has led to a global
recognition of the problem as the G20 has committed to advancing financial inclusion worldwide with
over 55 countries joining the mission in addition to initiatives such as the Financial Inclusion Global
Initiative (FIGI) being launched. While trying to advance financial inclusion, the countries also face
various challenges, such as getting to hard-to-reach parts of the population, e.g., women and the rural
poor, and increasing financial literacy. Other hurdles that are of regulatory nature include lack of official
IDs, devising useful and relevant financial products and creating robust frameworks for financial consumer
protection (World Bank, 2017).
One strategy to achieve this goal of enhanced financial inclusion, is to leverage digital finance technology,
also known as fintech. At the same time, cell phone ownership in developing countries is increasing. Re-
ports from sub-Saharan Africa show that the adoption of mobile phones has transformed communication
(Pew Research Center, 2015). The situation in other developing countries is similar (de Luna Mart´ınez,
2017; Blondel et al., 2015). This global adoption of cell phones, facilitates access to financial services to
more people by means of digital IDs, digitation of payments and mobile based financial services, such
as credits (World Bank, 2017). An emerging trend in that area, that could be a solution to the lack of
bank access in these countries, is smartphone-based microlending. Credit bureaus are teaming up with
start-ups to create applications that use machine learning techniques to analyze the data stored on the
phone, e.g., call activity and app usage, to score potential borrowers and assess their creditworthiness
(Dwoskin, 2015; Kharif, 2016).
Our smartphones store a lot of data that can be exploited in various ways. To attain the goal of enhanced
financial inclusion of those that need it most, the microlending applications should make the most of
that data in order to reach their highest potential, i.e., to generate the most accurate credit scores. The
apps need to make the best possible decision, while conforming to ethical and privacy regulations and
without unfair discrimination. Feature engineering is therefore very important, because the data can be
preprocessed and transformed in various ways.
In the last years, social networks have increasingly been used for predictive analytics in various applica-
tions (Dhar et al., 2014; Verbeke et al., 2014; Van Vlasselaer et al., 2017). The reason for their success
is that the connections between entities in a network carry a lot of useful information. For example in
the context of customer churn prediction, closest friends can influence churn (O´skarsdo´ttir et al., 2017).
However, scoring someone on who their friends are is unfair and unethical. A possible solution is to
obtain networks in a different way, e.g., by linking together people who are similar. Features extracted
from these pseudo-social networks have been shown to have high predictive performance in different
domains (Martens et al., 2016; Lismont et al., 2018).
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In this paper, we propose a multilevel approach for credit risk modeling in the context of microlending
smartphone applications. We combine complex network analysis with state-of-the-art representation
learning techniques to featurize a pseudo-social network representing similarities between people. These
features can subsequently be used in a credit scoring exercise and the predictive performance of various
feature types compared. A successful deployment of our proposed methodology could enhance the per-
formance of microlending smartphone applications and potentially help increase the financial wellbeing
of numerous individuals worldwide.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss related literature on credit
scoring with alternative data and social networks for predictive analytics. Then, we briefly present
results of an earlier case study we performed, as a motivation for the techniques we propose for this
study. Subsequently, we give a detailed overview of our proposed methodology. Thereafter, we address
concerns regarding the ethics of this research project. To conclude, we discuss the implications of our
research.
2 Related Work
For the purpose of this paper, we distinguish two relevant fields of research: Using alternative data for
credit scoring and predictive analytics with social networks.
2.1 Alternative Data for Credit Scoring
Credit scoring is one of the oldest applications of analytics that traditionally exploits personal and
banking information together with repayment history to assess creditworthiness and thereby avoid giving
credits to people that are likely to default. In this field of analytics, the goal is to build a model that
distinguishes bad borrowers from good ones in order to give credit to people who are more reliable and
likely to pay back their loans. Since the accuracy and reliability of credit scoring techniques is crucial
for lenders and lendees alike, their development has been a popular research topic for decades (Baesens
et al., 2016). Recent research shows that state-of-the-art techniques, which are often heterogeneous
ensembles that are complex and difficult to interpret, rarely outperform the more seasoned methods such
as random forests and neural networks (Lessmann et al., 2015). In order to improve credit decision-
making, the focus should therefore shift to other elements of the credit scoring task, in particular to
leverage innovative data sources.
Because of the numerous challenges associated with cleaning, transforming, integrating and modeling
the data, it is a non-trivial and difficult task (Alexander et al., 2017). However, existing results are
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promising and show the potential for alternative data sources. Singh et al. (2015) analyzed the time and
location of economic transactions and showed that models which incorporate spatio-temporal traits such
as exploration, engagement and elasticity have higher predictive performance. In terms of social networks
for peer-to-peer lending, Lin et al. (2013) demonstrated that the online friendships of borrowers act as
signals of credit quality. Furthermore, Wei et al. (2015) developed a series of models to study the impact of
tie formation and compare the accuracy of credit scores with and without network data. They did however
not evaluate the performance on real data. De Cnudde et al. (2019) studied the importance of both social
and pseudo-social networks for microlending predictions, building networks using Facebook data. Their
results indicated, that features from the implicit networks had more predictive power than features
from explicit friends networks. Finally, Ruiz et al. (2017) analyzed a microlending application dataset to
predict creditworthiness, using only user and basic mobile usage data together with logistic regression and
support vector machines. Their results showed that these applications are indeed worthwhile, although
there is still place for improvement.
2.2 (Pseudo-)Social Networks and Predictive Analytics
Predictive analytics is a rich field in the world of data mining. It has a wide range of applications, such as
in customer relationship management, marketing and credit risk modelling. Networks are being exploited
more frequently for predictive modeling, commonly in form of social network analysis. The observations
in a network, the nodes, do not behave in the same way as observations in regular datasets, because they
are all connected and may therefore have an effect on each other. At least two common ways exist to
make predictions using information from networks. Firstly, the information about the connected nodes
and links can be used to make inferences in the network directly, for example regarding age and gender
of people. This is known as network learning (Macskassy and Provost, 2007). Secondly, the network can
be transformed into a tabular dataset by extracting features that represent the role and position of each
node. These features are subsequently used as input in binary classifiers, such as logistic regression, to
make the predictions (Van Vlasselaer et al., 2017).
The art of featurization is complex and not always a straightforward task. Transforming a network into
features which are descriptive and represent the network correctly, is difficult and highly dependent on
the application. Consequently, there have been attempts at automating this process using representation
learning. Grover and Leskovec (2016) proposed the technique node2vec, which generates a set of features
using a two-step random walk to build paths that are subsequently fed into a skip gram model to create
features that are representative of the network.
Similar to actual social networks, implicit or pseudo-social networks, where the entities are linked together
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Figure 1: Statistical (left) and economic (right) feature importance
based on common features, rather than direct friendship, have been used in predictive modeling with
good results. Martens et al. (2016) exploited pseudo-social networks in a financial setting, by linking
together people based on purchase history. Furthermore, Lismont et al. (2018) featurized customer-
product networks in the context of predicting interpurchase times of the products, which resulted in
enhanced model performance.
3 Previous Work
In a previous credit scoring study of people applying for credit cards, we used a combination of customer
bank data and their mobile phone data. Our results showed that individual calling behavior is signif-
icantly predictive in terms of creditworthiness (O´skarsdo´ttir et al., 2019). This unique combination of
datasets contains a year and a half of banking history of over 2 million customers as well as five consec-
utive months of calling activity of 90 million unique phone numbers. The mobile phone data allowed us
to construct social networks based on the exchange of phone calls between people, an approach that has
been proven successful in other applications, such as for churn prediction (O´skarsdo´ttir et al., 2017).
To build credit scoring models for the credit card applicants, we extracted four types of features. These
were:
1. Socio-Demographic: including bank history, income and debit account behavior.
2. Calling Behavior: aggregated values for number and duration of phone calls made and received on
different days and at different times of the day.
3. Link-Based: counts of the number of good and bad credit card holders in each customer’s egonet.
4. Influence Score: the scores each customer obtained after two distinct influence propagation algo-
rithms were applied to the network.
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Bad credit card holders were used in lieu of information source, as explained in sub-subsection Centrality
Features. Finally, we used the bank data to label the customers as defaulters and non-defaulters.
We built a credit scoring model using random forests with all the extracted features. Random forests were
chosen because they are a powerful classification technique that is also capable of ranking the importance
of the input features (Breiman, 2001). Thereby, we could identify which features were most important
in terms of model performance. The models were evaluated from both a statistical and an economic
perspective. In the first case, we used accuracy, i.e., the ratio of correctly classified instances, and the
commonly applied area under the ROC curve (AUC) measure, which gives the probability of a randomly
chosen bad customer being ranked higher by the model than a randomly chosen good customer. To
measure economic performance we deployed the Expected Maximum Profit measure for credit scoring,
which has the advantage of considering the expected losses and operational income generated by the
loan, and is thus tailored towards the business goal of credit scoring (Verbraken et al., 2014). Moreover,
when applied to credit scoring models, it facilitates computing the models value and allows us to identify
which features are most favorable in terms of profit.
The results for the most important features can be seen in Figure 1. The pie chart on the left shows
the statistical feature importance and the pie chart on the right shows the economic feature importance
among the 20 most important features grouped by feature type. Evidently, the calling behavior features
are most important as they take up more than half of both the charts. In terms of statistical performance
the socio-demographic features do not appear at all. This is an interesting result since it indicates that
people’s phone usage can be used as the sole data source when deciding whether they should be granted
a credit.
4 Research Questions
In this research, we intend to address the two following research questions in the context of smartphone-
based microlending:
RQ1 Which type of features is most predictive of creditworthiness? Various types of features can be
extracted from the data and used to construct models to predict creditworthiness. Firstly, calling
behavior represented by the frequency and timing of phone calls and text messages. Secondly,
featurization of pseudo-social networks that are constructed by linking together similar people,
e.g. based on common characteristics. Next, influence scores resulting from default propagation
techniques. Finally, many other types of features will be explored. The performance of the resulting
models are compared to determine which type of features is most predictive.
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RQ2 What is the most effective way to construct and featurize the network? As described below, pseudo-
social networks can be constructed in many ways and the subsequent feature engineering is also a
complex task. We will investigate which approach for these two steps is best for both the predictive
performance of the credit scoring models as well as for the operational efficiency of the application.
5 Methodology
Smartphones are a provenance of data that can be leveraged in various ways. In this section, we provide
a detailed description of our proposed methodology for featurizing the data, constructing pseudo-social
networks and building credit scoring models.
5.1 Data Description
For this research, we have at our disposal a dataset of a smartphone-based microlending application.
Using this application, the borrowers or users- can request a loan of a few fixed amounts. If the borrower
is deemed worthy, i.e., has a good enough credit score, the loan is granted instantly. The loan term is
one month, and should be repaid with interests at the end of the period in one installment. A borrower
is considered a defaulter if they do not repay the loan within two months from receiving it. We refer to
borrowers who have defaulted as bad users and the borrowers who pay their loans back on time as good
users. The application has access to the data that is stored on the device, such as the users list of apps,
phone book and text messages. Due to privacy regulation, we cannot disclose more information about
the data or the operating country.
5.2 Local Features
Much of the data on the smartphone is user specific and can be used directly for credit scoring. These
local features represent information related to users as isolated entities without connections to the outside
world. These are for example, socio-demographic features, such as age and residence, calling and texting
behavior, and number and categories of various applications. As in the study described in section
Previous Work, we make a distinction between socio-demographic features, which include basic statistics
about the user and the applications on their smartphone, and behavior features, which we define as
aggregated values of the number and time of made and received phone calls and text messages.
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Figure 2: Bipartite Network
Figure 3: Unipartite Network
5.3 Pseudo-Social Networks
The data can be transformed to construct networks, in this case pseudo-social networks, as described
below. In the first step of the process, we construct the pseudo-social network based on a specific common
feature, e.g., being frequent users of certain apps. This is depicted in Figure 2, which shows a network
of seven users and three apps: Twitter (the bird), reddit (the alien), and a gambling app (the cards).
We link a user to an app if they have it on their smartphone and use it frequently. This is a bipartite
network with two types of nodes: users and apps. In this network, the links are unweighted, but we
could add weights, for example to indicate the intensity of the usage. We denote this network with Nb.
In the second step, we convert the bipartite network to a unipartite network which we indicate with
Nu. In this network, two users are linked if both of them had the same app on their smartphone. The
weights on the links indicate the number of apps they had in common. The network in Figure 3 shows
the unipartite version of the network in Figure 2.
Finally, we look at a third version of the network, where we have labelled users that defaulted in the
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Figure 4: Network with one defaulter
past, as seen in Figure 4. In this network, the bad users are gray and the good users are black. This
allows us to extract features that take into account status of similar users, and propagate influence in
the network.
5.4 Network Featurization
A social network can be used in predictive modeling, for example by extracting features to form a tabular
dataset. There are many types of features as described below.
Neighborhood Features Neighborhood features are derived from a users neighborhood, and thus
provide a characterization relative to the most similar users. We will consider the egonet of a user, which
consists of those users that are directly connected to it. The degree of a node is the number of nodes
in the egonet. If we furthermore make a distinction between good and bad users in the egonet, we get
the features good degree and bad degree. The user in the center of Figure 4 has degree, good degree
and bad degree equal to six, five and one, respectively. Other neighborhood features include number
of triangles, i.e. fully connected subgraphs of three nodes, transitivity, which measures how densely
connected the egonet is, and relational neighbor, the weighted average of bad nodes in the neighborhood.
These features are easy to extract from the network but give a very representative image of how a user
compares to the others.
Centrality Features Centrality features quantify the position and importance of a node in a net-
work. Two common features are closeness, i.e. the average distance to all nodes in the network, and
betweenness, i.e. the number of times a node lies on the shortest path between two other nodes.
The Personalized PageRank algorithm was developed to rank the importance of webpages for search
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engines by simulating surfing behavior (Page et al., 1999). It has also been used to measure the impor-
tance of nodes in a network (Van Vlasselaer et al., 2017; Lismont et al., 2018). The addition of a restart
vector, or information source, facilitates higher ranking of nodes that are closer to the source. The
Personalized PageRank algorithm iteratively updates the PageRank scores of the nodes in the network
using the equation
~r = α ·A · ~r + (1 − α) · ~e (1)
where ~r is the vector of PageRank scores, A is the adjacenty matrix of the network and α is a damping
factor. The restart vector ~e indicates the information source that can be defined in various ways. The
result is an influence score for each node in the network, where users who are highly exposed to the
particular influence get a higher score. We compute influence scores using different definitions of the
information source, e.g., the set of all bad users in the unipartite network (as Van Vlasselaer et al. (2017)
did for fraud detection) or recency and frequency indicators for the apps in the bipartite network (as
Lismont et al. (2018) did for a customer-product network).
Representation Learning The feature extraction process can be automated using representation
learning. We use a recently proposed technique called node2vec, that is able to capture the diverse
connectivity patterns in networks (Grover and Leskovec, 2016). It learns a mapping of the nodes to a
low-dimensional space of continuous features that preserve the network topology. We use the node2vec
technique to extract features for the users in the network. As the number of generated features is user-
specified, we explore how many are needed to achieve accurate predictions and, in addition, we consider
varying network architectures, with different definitions of weights in both the unipartite and the bipartie
networks.
5.5 Predicting Creditworthiness
To assess the creditworthiness of users asking for a microloan with the app, we build credit scoring models
using binary classification techniques. As Lessmann et al. (2015) advised in their benchmarking study
of credit scoring models, we use random forests and artificial neural networks as benchmark techniques,
which is appropriate given the high dimensionality of our data. In addition, we deploy logistic regression,
since it is the industry standard. Furthermore, we evaluate and compare the model performance using
the commonly used AUC measure and the Brier Score as well as a recently proposed profit measure
(Verbraken et al., 2014). This combination of measures allows us to assess the discriminatory ability of
the credit scores, the accuracy of their probability predictions and economic impact, respectively.
To address the two research questions, we build multiple models with various combination of features to
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establish which type is most predictive. Furthermore we perform statistical tests to establish whether
differences in performance are significant or not. In that way, we can for example compare the perfor-
mance of a credit scoring model that uses calling behavior features to the performance of a model that
uses features resulting from a representation learning technique. As a result, we can find which type of
features or which combination of feature types is most predictive of creditworthiness.
6 Privacy and Ethical Concerns
The main goal of this research is to show that smartphone-based microlending applications are a viable
option for enhancing financial inclusion of the unbanked. However, personal behavior information from
smartphones for profiling potential borrowers raises questions about the ethical nature of our approach.
Although the data does facilitate constructing detailed and real social networks, it would be both unfair
and unethical to use such explicit information when scoring the users. Instead we focus on, on the one
hand, individual behavior, i.e., personal usage data stored on the device -not that of their contacts-,
and, on the other hand, implicit network insights in the form of pseudo-social networks. Therefore, we
leverage characteristics of similar users when featurizing the smartphone data to obtain more accurate
credit scores.
Lately, there has been increased emphasis on using positive information that represents good financial
behavior for credit scoring (World Bank, 2011). That is exactly what microlending applications can
achieve. While enhancing the financial wellbeing and quality of life, they simultaneously help people
build their credit scores by means of small loans.
Because of the ethical and privacy considerations associated with our research, we have made sure that
we are acting in accordance with ethics regulations. Furthermore, as the data is fully anonymized and
contains no personally identifiable information, so we also comply with privacy regulations.
7 Conclusion
Smartphone based microlending has emerged as a feasible option to obtain credit. In this paper, we
proposed a multilevel approach to investigate how to optimally leverage the data to obtain accurate
credit scores. Using state-of-the-art machine learning and social network techniques, our application
explores various ways of featurizing the data. Our technique is furthermore considerate of ethical and
privacy concerns as it focuses on similar users and not actual social networks. By comparing the effect
different features have on the credit scores, we can determine which type of features is most predictive and
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has the highest relevance for this specific task. The results of the previous study indicated that calling
behavior alone is highly predictive of creditworthiness. In this study, we hope to find other behavioral
indicators in the pseudo-social networks that can be used in credit scoring models to obtain even better
model performance and thus better predictions to decide whether a loan should be granted.
The impact of our research is manifold. First of all, our results have the potential to increase the per-
formance of credit scoring models which will improve credit decision-making and pricing. Furthermore,
the insights obtained from this research could enhance financial inclusion in developing countries by
facilitating access to credit for borrowers with little or no credit history. As cell phone usage is rapidly
growing, their users have the opportunity to request credits where the decision is based on data stored
on the device. The benefits of these applications are substantial since they can help increase the financial
wellbeing of numerous individuals worldwide. Their success however, highly depends on using descriptive
features in appropriate credit scoring models that are able to accurately assess creditworthiness.
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